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Easy Video to MP4 Converter is a simple-to-use program that lets you encode video clips between many formats, including AVI, MP4, ASF, MPEG, MOV and M4V. The interface of the application is plain and simple. Videos can be imported into the list via the file browser only, since the "drag and drop" method is not supported.
Batch processing is possible. In the queue you can check out the track number, path and duration of each file. After you choose the output profile and destination, you can initiate the encoding process. In addition, you can preview clips, adjust the volume, change the video resolution (optionally add a letterbox to keep the aspect
ratio), move videos up and down in the list and remove items from the queue. The video conversion tool needs a moderate amount of system resources, includes a step-by-step tutorial for novices, quickly finishes a task and generally manages to keep a good image and sound quality. We haven't come across any issues during

our tests from this point of view. However, we tested Easy Video to MP4 Converter on Windows 7 and XP. In both cases, the tool popped up multiple errors when we tried importing videos for processing, as well as failed to convert some clips (e.g. RM to AVI). Also, we were not able to preview videos. Plus, you cannot change
program settings or modify additional audio and video parameters, like sampling rate, bit rate, frame size and channels. Since it doesn't seem like a stable software, we suggest you look for something more powerful than Easy Video to MP4 Converter. 7.0 2017-01-11T07:54:21 Inevitable Copyright Violation When attempting to
convert a video to a particular format, the software can never complete the process due to "Inevitable Copyright Violation", which is very annoying. 7.0 2016-08-30T17:00:11 Video cannot be converted to FLV in any way. The video converter does not work at all! My video in format RM was always corrupted. The version of video

file format and software version are both ok. I have tried to find a solution but it is not easy. So I just reinstalled the software and make a new conversion. I guess it will continue to happen. 4.
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Easy Video to MP4 Converter, is an excellent video converter that can convert videos to MP4 and other video formats from virtually any source. This easy to use video converter can convert videos (AVI, MPEG, MKV, MPG, HD, DivX, Xvid, RM, MTS, MPEG2, VOB, MPG, WMV, DV, ASF, RM, RMVB, MOV and AVI to MP4) to MP4 and other
video formats in batches. You can also merge the video clip and image into one. Easy Video to MP4 Converter can also record your screen activity as H.264 video format. You can capture your screen, your system desktop, web browser, and audio using Easy Video to MP4 Converter. *Convert AVI to MP4 This video converter, Easy
Video to MP4 Converter can convert AVI to MPEG4/H.264 MP4, thus make them playable on various MP4 video players and portable devices. It can convert AVI files into MP4, MKV, M4V, WMV, FLV, MOV, MPEG, XviD and other popular video and audio files formats. You can convert AVI to H.264/MPEG-4 MP4, and also convert M4V,
MKV to MOV with the excellent H.264 codec, and also extract audio from AVI to MP3, WAV, WMA or AAC for portable music players and MP3 players. *Convert Files Easy Video to MP4 Converter can convert video file(s) to MP4, M4V, AVI, WMV, MTS, MPEG, XviD, MKV, FLV, 3GP, TS, VOB, PS, DVD to MP4, and various other popular
video and audio formats. *Edit Video/Image/Sound The powerful video editing feature of Easy Video to MP4 Converter helps you crop the video/image/sound, adjust color, brightness, contrast, and audio volume for better viewing and listening experience. It can also add/remove watermark. You can record your screen activity as

H.264 video format. *Capture Screen Video Easy Video to MP4 Converter can record your screen, your system desktop, web browser, and audio in the video for playback with the audio track in the video file. It can capture your screen, your system desktop, web browser, and audio using the H. b7e8fdf5c8
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5. Planner 4 You! 2013 DeskCalculator! for PC - Home & Personal/Misc... Instead of a calculator you may need a more suitable tool. This program is just what you need! Easily add and subtract numbers, perform calculations, find out the basics of an equation and much more. And do not forget to put the correct mark for date
calculations. You can even type numbers and have them converted to date-time! Planning is fun. Want to be the best in your class? Do you lack of knowledge of mathematical terms? Don`t worry. The DeskCalculator! will help you! How to calculate? Just choose the right operation and enter the numerators and denominators.... 6.
Calculator! 2012 DeskCalculator! for PC - Home & Personal/Misc... Instead of a calculator you may need a more suitable tool. This program is just what you need! Easily add and subtract numbers, perform calculations, find out the basics of an equation and much more. And do not forget to put the correct mark for date
calculations. You can even type numbers and have them converted to date-time! Planning is fun. Want to be the best in your class? Do you lack of knowledge of mathematical terms? Don`t worry. The DeskCalculator! will help you! How to calculate? Just choose the right operation and enter the numerators and denominators.... 7.
Car software for Computer - Desktop Enhancements/Car & Vehicle Calculators... The installed Car software for Computer automatically starts up on your computer system on a daily basis. You can start it manually by clicking on the mouse on the red splash window that appears during the start up process or by pressing the Help
key on your keyboard. If you click on the Automatically start up at log-in check box, the Car software will automatically start up at the time you log-in to your computer system. The installed Car software for Computer includes the most useful features of the full version car software, such as the adjustable speed limiter and the
electronic highway speedometer that measures the actual speed of your vehicle.... 8. Fitfun96! for PC - Desktop Enhancements/System Utilities... A full featured, easy to use system information package, optimized for Windows 96/98/ME/NT/2000/XP operating systems. It includes: version information, installed hardware details,
system settings,

What's New in the Easy Video To MP4 Converter?

Easy Video to MP4 Converter is an easy-to-use video converter that can convert any video format to MP4, etc. It allows you to batch convert multiple videos to different videos formats. Key features: Easy to use: Its intuitive interface helps you to convert and transfer your videos easily. It only requires you to import videos from
local computer, then you can preview, edit and delete them. Drag and drop: Drag and drop any video file to "drag the file list" window to import file. Batch conversion: You can convert files at a time. It enables you to convert several clips at a time by clicking batch conversion. Convert almost any video to MP4, AVI, MP3, WAV,
MOV, M4A, AAC, AC3, FLV. With the greatest audio and video quality, Easy Video to MP4 Converter can help you convert every important video. Easily adjust output format: You can adjust video parameters to meet your needs, such as video resolution, frame rate, sound format, bit rate and more. Helpful settings: With more video
parameters to choose, you can customize the video output according to the demands of your needs. Convert any kind of video to MP4 video format and other popular video formats Convert any kind of video or movies, including: DVD, VCD, AVCHD, MP4, MP3, WMV, M4V, MOV, AVI, DV, MPEG, VOB, DVR-MS, DVD-VIDEO, DVD-
SUBRIP, RM, RMVB, 3GP, TS,...etc. With this amazing conversion tool, you will enjoy your videos on your iPod, Android, Tablet and iPhone. Browse your videos or movies from files and folders You can browse your videos from files or folders. And it is easy to drag a video from the file list to the video converter. Edit video and
movies You can add the video and trim/ crop a part of the video. You can change the audio input source and output. Simple and Intuitive Interface With easy to use interface, you can add, preview, edit and remove your videos. It is easy to use and user-friendly. Smart settings settings With more video parameters to choose, you
can customize the video output according to the demands of your needs. Edit your own videos You can add your own videos and edit
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit processor), Windows 8.1 (64-bit processor), Windows 8 (32-bit processor), Windows 7 (32-bit processor) Windows 10 (64-bit processor), Windows 8.1 (64-bit processor), Windows 8 (32-bit processor), Windows 7 (32-bit processor) Processor: Intel Core i3 (2.4Ghz), Intel Core i5 (2.8Ghz), Intel Core i7 (3.6Ghz),
AMD A-Series APU Intel Core i
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